Prominences which rise from the chromosphere and disappear at great heights above the sun during intervals of a few minutes to a few hours have been called eruptive. The nature of this more-or-less vertical motion was first determined from observations' of the great prominence of May 29, 1919 , and a study of all the earlier data2 and the observations obtained since' has abundantly confirmed the principle that eruptive prominences rise with uniform motion, modified at intervals by sudden increases as though occasional impulses had been given to them. This characteristic is illustrated by figure 1, where No. 1 is the time-height diagram for the prominence of May 29, 1919, and No. 38 (table 1) . These sequences of values suggest that when the velocity of an eruptive prominence changes, its new velocity is the old one multiplied by a small whole number and that the acceleration is therefore also a small multiple of the initial velocity.
To test the generality of this principle, all the velocities for the thirtyeight cases are analyzed in table 1. The first two columns give the catalog identity of the prominence, as published in the references, and the observed velocity V0. The value of the initial velocity V for each case was computed by a simple least-squares solution; the next velocity was then found by applying to V the factor F in the fourth column opposite that velocity, Motions of eruptive prominences of May 29, 1919 (No. 1) and Nov. 14, 1934 (No. 38) ; heights in thousands of kilometers, ordinates in time (G. C. T.).
Note that the ratios of successive increasing velocities V, with good approximation, are small whole numbers. and so on. By this means the residuals (O-C) were found for the various velocities of the prominence. The quality of the observed velocity Vo, derived from an inspection of the plots and given in the column Q, is rated as excellent, E; good, G; fair, F; poor, P; and not dependable, NG. The initial acceleration is of course Vo, or more probably V if we suppose that there is no smaller velocity; the succeeding accelerations, computed from the changes in computed velocity, are found in the sixth column. These values are all multiples of the initial velocity V, the successive factors F. being given in the last column.
The column of residuals (O-C) shows that, in general, the observed velocities are represented within the errors of measurement by a law which states that when the velocity of an eruptive prominence changes, the new velocity is a small multiple of that immediately preceding it. It should be noted that the law as stated is much more exacting than the requirement that each velocity in a sequence be merely a multiple of the initial value.
Numbers 1, 22 and 25, in which several changes in velocity occur, are quite convincing. Two outstanding exceptions are found in No. 28 and in the last two velocities for No. 35. For No. 28 both the top and the bottom of the rising detached mass were measured. One change in velocity was found in both plots, that for the top somewhat more than doubling in velocity and that for the bottom falling considerably short of doubling. If, however, we take the mean, which applies to the center of gravity of the moving mass (opposite the symbol "av." in the table) the ratio is almost exactly 2. This probably means that where a volume of gas is rising its changes in volume are superposed upon the velocity of the prominence, which has a different oligin but the same property of uniform motion. In this case the prominence first contracted slightly, then, upon changing velocity, began to expand. No. 1 is a similar case, but the measures were made originally on the center of gravity. In No. 35 rapid expansion of the head of the prominence began at the break in the curve representing the next to the last velocity. It is possible that the increase in velocity of the crest observed at this point is due to this expansion. The last velocity is that of a small knot which remained after the head had faded and may not represent its average motion.
In table 1 the values of Vo are for the most part tabulated to the nearest kilometer as they appear on the plots given in the references. The use of decimal fractions in the tables does not materially change the result. Spacing in the columns of Nos. 25, 28 and 37 indicates that two points were measured, yielding two independent sets of data. An asterisk in the F column indicates that this factor is so large and the initial velocity so small that an error of 1 km./sec. in the initial velocity would change the factor by one unit.' Therefore little confidence can be had in this value of F.
Probably some of the very low initial velocities are largely the ordinary growth of the prominence. There seems to be little indication of a fundamental initial velocity common to all eruptions; if any, 5 km./sec. seems to be the most frequent factor.
